The definition of a Text Base Management System is introduced in terms of software engineering. That gives a basis for discussing practical text administration, including questions on corpus properties and appropriate retrieval criteria. Finally, strategies for the derivation of a word data base from an actual TBMS will be discussed.
l. Introduction
Textual data are a sort of complex data object that is of growing importance in many applications.
Research projects from such different fields as history, law, social sciences, humanities and linguistics but also commercial institutions are dealing with vast quanitities of text. At Ulm University for instance, a machine-readable corpus of spoken language texts has been built up, with the purpose of support For psychotherapeutic process research.
The corpus is administered by a Text Base Management System (TBMS), that integrates the functions of archiving, processing and analyzing an arbitrary amount of text (MERGENTHALER 1985) .
Several sysLmns satisfying the TBMS definition were conceived independently in the late seventies. THALLER (1983) reports a system CLIO, a TBMS with a highly differentiated data base component and a method base providing c~nputerized content analysis and comfortable editing. LDVLIB (DREWEK and ERNI 1982) is mainly a text analysis package, where data base management and text processing play a subordinate role. A PC-suited TBM-system, ARRAS (SMITH 1984) , supports comfortable text inquiry by concordance and index functions, but has no textbase component. Finally there are two TBM-systems for commercial use, MIDOC (KOWARSKI and MICHAUX 1983) and MINDOK [INFODAS 1983 ) which have a database component and allow extensive processing of text, but no kind of text analysis at all.
Definition of a TBMS
From the point of view of a TBMS-user, who is supposed to be a non-programming application-field worker, the system is an instrument to take up, to
control and/or to analyze his or her individual texts for domain-dependent purposes. Consequently, a system intended to manage a text bank has the following tasks:
1. Input and editing of texts according to numerous points of view. The tasks mentioned in point 3 concern the management of a data base including all of its services. These tasks are fulfilled by general data base management systems; the classic functions of such systems are the description, handling, take up, manipulation, and retrieval of data. Data structures can be classified as hierarchic, network oriented, or relational.
Point 4 refers to a collection of methods that, givencomputer assistance in the user's selection of methods, can be termed a method base. Further assistance, such as method documentation and parameter input, is provided by the method base management system. Point 5, on interfaces, is a subset of the tasks described by point 4.
All of these tasks are collected in point 6 with regard to the user interface. Thus the TBMS is an integrated overall system consisting of Since the selection of the specific data to be managed by the DBMS and of the methods provided by the MBMS is made in accordance with the kind of texts managed by the FMS, it is legitimate to describe the overall information system as tailo~nade.
The following definition of the entire system is made, in analogy to the definitions of the individual components, in order to ensure that our terminology adequately reflects this state of affairs:
The TBMS is an information system that can administer texts and information on texts, and that makes texts accessible by integrating techniques from linguistic data processing and text processing. It features a homogeneous user interface that assists in the take up, pro-.
cessing, output, and analysis of text units.
A System Architecture I (top level), which represents one way of realizing a TBMS is shown in Fig. I .
The TBMS differs from document retrieval systons by containing i~o additional components: text processing and method base. It is true that the emphasis, as far as retrieval in the I BMS is concerned, is still on data retrieval (for requests made according to the author of a text) and on document retrieval
(for text references to be determined according to internal textual features). Fact retrieval is nonetheless an integral component of all the plans for a TBMS, even if systems able to cope with large quantities of material from colloquia] speech are still not ready for production. However, this should not be a basis for differentiating within a TBMS. ideally fact and document retrieval are to be integrated in one system in order to provide satisfactory user assistance.
Text Base Management
The practical management of texts can roughly be The relationship between such situation-based domains and the WDB derived from it will be worked out in more detail as follows.
As lexical TBMS-component, a WDB will usually support the method base in analyzing textual properties. We only mention, that most computerized content analysis procedures will operate on raw and lemmatized text, yielding different results. The WDB in our TBMS-implementation (see Table I ) is due to its application in psychotherapy protocol analysis.
The most important procedure in deriving a WDB is automatic lemmatization, defined as providing one pair<lemma name, word class> and optionally inflectional features for every word-form-in-text, using context for disambiguation. Since TBMS are dealing with mass text, the primary objectives in l emmatization will be first, to have an efficient procedure, second, to have least user assistance and third, to minimize the error rate with respect to the resulting WDB. These objections are tightly linked to a resolution of word class and lemma name ambiguities (homographies) by analyzing context. This seems to be obvious with regard to efficiency and user support. We also stress upon a significant decrease in error rate, in order to avoid interactive lemmatization that goes along with well-known consistency problems.
All current lemmatization procedures (see e.g. Table 2 5. F~nal remark 2) The feature theme is actually not a part of the retrieval system but of the method base, since its 3) Concerning the problem of differentiating homographs contextually, the straightforward approach of rewrite rules operating on word-class categories won't work except the inventory of those categories is extremely differentiated. For example the rule AD + X + NOUN ---> AD + AD + NOUN is correct only if NOUN is the head of an NP and X is not a present participle or (in English) a noun within that NP. We suppose that a sufficient differentiation may be achieved only with some kind of semantic pattern.
